Artistic Digitizer Version 1.5 Project

PaintStitch
Postcard

REQUIREMENTS
•

Tear Away Stabilizer

•

Artistic Digitizer V1.5

•

Embroidery Threads

•

General Embroidery Supplies

•

Fusible Web

•

MC15000 v3

•

Calico Fabric

•

SQ14 hoop

INSTRUCTIONS

5.

From the Built-in
samples select
Image7175.

6.

Select Open as
PaintStitch and
change the width
to 130mm.

7.

Export To
MC15000 through
your preferred
method.

Embroidery A
1.

2.

Open Artistic
Digitizer Full
Version.
Select the
Machine
Company and
required hoop.

3.

Select the Cotton
fabric.

4.

Select Open.
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8.

9.

Hoop tear away
stabilizer and
fabric pressed
and starched
with Best Press.

and 86.7mm high. This is to match
the sizing of the first stitch out.

15. Turn off the Fill Bucket in the bottom
colour bar.

Attach the hoop to the machine
and stitch out the embroidery
changing thread colours when
required.

16. Create a square
is the sample way
with a height and
width of 20mm.

10. Following the manufactures
instructions float stabilizer under
design at quarterly intervals. This is
a very dense design and will
require extra stabilization through
out the process.

18. Select Stitch Flow
from the list of
tools and
change the
setting to vertical by drawing a
vertical line over the shape.

11. When completed remove
embroidery from the hoop and set
aside.

19. From the
properties menu
change the
pattern to a
zigzag.

Embroidery B
12. Select New from
the file options.

20. Change the Fill
and Outline
colours to
207Blue in the
colour properties menu.

13. Select Rectangle from the shapes
icon list of tool options.

13. Using a drag and release motion
create a rectangle shape in the
hoop area.

21. In the Outline
properties change
the stitch to Satin
serial with a 2.5mm
outline width.

14. Adjust the sizing to 130.1mm width
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29. Following
manufactures
instructions
attach the
fusible web to the reverse side of
embroidery B.

22. Select Digitize Outline Shape from
the tool options.

23. Draw four
horizontal line
and a single
vertical line to
create the postcard template area.

30. Attach the postcard to the reverse
side of the PaintStitch block and
trim excess fabric back.

24. In the properties
change the
stitch length to
3mm.

31. Select Satin Stitch
#25 with a width of
7mm and length
of .4mm.

25. Hoop tear away
stabilizer and
fabric pressed
and starched
with Best Press.

Adjust the foot pressure to –4.

Stitch around the raw edges of the
postcard twice.

26. Load the embroidery design into
the machine, attach the hoop and
stitch out the design.

27. Remove embroidery from the hoop
and trim excess fabric back to the
rectangle stitch line.

28. Remove tear
away stabilizer
from the reverse
side of the
embroidery.
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